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                     Horizon Advantage EPO Gold 100 $25/$45 Bluecard (G4364/G4365 P2366)                      

1st Quarter Rates - 2022

Age Rating Area 1 Rating Area 2 Rating Area 3 Rating Area 4 Rating Area 5 Rating Area 6

0-14 $464.18 $486.64 $466.57 $481.39 $478.52 $494.29

15 $505.43 $529.90 $508.04 $524.17 $521.05 $538.23

16 $521.21 $546.44 $523.90 $540.54 $537.32 $555.03

17 $536.99 $562.98 $539.76 $556.90 $553.58 $571.83

18 $553.98 $580.80 $556.84 $574.52 $571.10 $589.93

19 $570.97 $598.60 $573.91 $592.14 $588.61 $608.01

20 $588.56 $617.05 $591.59 $610.38 $606.75 $626.75

21 $758.46 $795.17 $762.36 $786.58 $781.89 $807.67

22 $758.46 $795.17 $762.36 $786.58 $781.89 $807.67

23 $758.46 $795.17 $762.36 $786.58 $781.89 $807.67

24 $758.46 $795.17 $762.36 $786.58 $781.89 $807.67

25 $758.46 $795.17 $762.36 $786.58 $781.89 $807.67

26 $758.46 $795.17 $762.36 $786.58 $781.89 $807.67

27 $758.46 $795.17 $762.36 $786.58 $781.89 $807.67

28 $758.46 $795.17 $762.36 $786.58 $781.89 $807.67

29 $773.63 $811.08 $777.62 $802.32 $797.54 $823.83

30 $780.92 $818.72 $784.94 $809.87 $805.04 $831.58

31 $791.83 $830.16 $795.91 $821.19 $816.30 $843.21

32 $802.75 $841.61 $806.89 $832.52 $827.56 $854.84

33 $809.44 $848.61 $813.60 $839.45 $834.44 $861.95

34 $816.71 $856.24 $820.91 $846.99 $841.94 $869.70

35 $820.35 $860.06 $824.57 $850.76 $845.69 $873.57

36 $823.99 $863.87 $828.23 $854.54 $849.45 $877.45

37 $827.03 $867.06 $831.29 $857.69 $852.58 $880.69

38 $830.67 $870.88 $834.95 $861.47 $856.34 $884.57

39 $837.94 $878.50 $842.26 $869.01 $863.83 $892.31

40 $845.23 $886.14 $849.58 $876.56 $871.34 $900.07

41 $855.55 $896.96 $859.95 $887.27 $881.98 $911.06

42 $865.86 $907.77 $870.32 $897.96 $892.61 $922.04

43 $879.81 $922.40 $884.34 $912.43 $907.00 $936.90

44 $896.81 $940.21 $901.42 $930.06 $924.51 $954.99

45 $916.83 $961.21 $921.55 $950.82 $945.15 $976.31

46 $940.49 $986.01 $945.33 $975.36 $969.55 $1,001.51

47 $966.58 $1,013.37 $971.56 $1,002.42 $996.45 $1,029.30

48 $995.71 $1,043.91 $1,000.84 $1,032.63 $1,026.48 $1,060.32

49 $1,024.23 $1,073.81 $1,029.50 $1,062.20 $1,055.87 $1,090.68

50 $1,056.39 $1,107.52 $1,061.83 $1,095.56 $1,089.03 $1,124.93

51 $1,087.34 $1,139.97 $1,092.93 $1,127.65 $1,120.93 $1,157.88

52 $1,120.70 $1,174.95 $1,126.47 $1,162.25 $1,155.32 $1,193.41

53 $1,154.07 $1,209.93 $1,160.02 $1,196.86 $1,189.73 $1,228.95

54 $1,189.87 $1,247.47 $1,196.00 $1,233.99 $1,226.64 $1,267.07

55 $1,225.07 $1,284.37 $1,231.38 $1,270.49 $1,262.92 $1,304.56

56 $1,262.08 $1,323.17 $1,268.58 $1,308.87 $1,301.07 $1,343.96

57 $1,299.70 $1,362.61 $1,306.40 $1,347.89 $1,339.86 $1,384.03

58 $1,338.53 $1,403.32 $1,345.43 $1,388.16 $1,379.89 $1,425.38

59 $1,383.43 $1,450.40 $1,390.56 $1,434.72 $1,426.17 $1,473.19

60 $1,383.43 $1,450.40 $1,390.56 $1,434.72 $1,426.17 $1,473.19

61 $1,383.43 $1,450.40 $1,390.56 $1,434.72 $1,426.17 $1,473.19

62 $1,383.43 $1,450.40 $1,390.56 $1,434.72 $1,426.17 $1,473.19

63 $1,383.43 $1,450.40 $1,390.56 $1,434.72 $1,426.17 $1,473.19

64 and over $1,383.43 $1,450.40 $1,390.56 $1,434.72 $1,426.17 $1,473.19

Rating Area Counties

Rating Area 1 Essex, Hudson, and Union

Rating Area 2 Bergen and Passaic

Rating Area 3 Monmouth, Morris, Sussex and Warren

Rating Area 4 Hunterdon, Middlesex and Somerset

Rating Area 5 Burlington, Camden and Mercer

Rating Area 6 Atlantic, Cape May, Ocean, Salem, Cumberland and Gloucester

Rates are for illustrative purposes only.


